Thank you for interest in the CaraVellair®. The more people using social media to share
their interest in roadable aircraft and to encourage others to get involved, the sooner the
CaraVellair® will fly. If a fraction of the people dreaming of “flying cars” were to contribute,
communicate and participate, roadable aircraft would be reality today.

Call to Action Opportunities!
Contribute: We have optimized the crowd funding process by separating contributions and
rewards.

• Use major credit cards today at www.Caravella.aero or when you see us at events.
Complete and enclose the form below when sending in a check.

• Purchase reward-based special products at backer-pricing to generate funds to
complete the CaraVellair® at www.cafepress.com/caravellair.

Special “Innovation in America” products
Get recognized for supporting “Innovation in America”
Communicate: Spread the word through social media! Follow our progress and share the
excitement with your friends by “liking”, “pinning” and “posting” and more through the links
on the www.Caravella.aero home page.
Participate: Become or suggest a volunteer, partner or sponsor! Ask your employer to
consider sponsoring us.

Supporters’ Recognition Categories
BACKERS - contributing $10 or more receive a special digital “Thank you” recognizing their commitment
to help make roadable aircraft a reality
CHERUBS - contributing $100 or more will be recognized as a “Supporters” on the Caravella.aero website
and, while our supply lasts, will receive a special limited edition “Thank you for your support” gift in
addition to the Backers “Thank you”
ANGELS - contributing $1000 or more will have their names permanently added to the “Angels List” on
the CaraVellair® prototype and will be invited to Caravella Aerospace special events, including
selected test flights in addition to Backer and Cherub recognitions
Contact us for additional opportunities to help complete the “CaraVellair®”, including
volunteering, partnerships and sponsorships, by going to Caravella.aero

- - - - - - - - - - - - - MAIL TO: CARAVELLA AEROSPACE | P.O. BOX 57684 | SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91413 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

First name: ____________________________ Last name: ____________________________________
Email address: _______________________________________ City: ________________ State: ______
Contribution amount: $_________________ Phone (Optional): _______ - _______ - ________________
Street address (Optional): _______________________________________________________________

Development Milestones
(As of December 2015)
2015:

Propeller system installation and testing
including road test of selector clutch

Successful propeller test

Patent issued for the CaraVellair® 3-axis yoke
steering/flying system
Mileage as of December 2015: 2400 miles
2014:

Propeller system design and fabrication

2013:

Prototype fuselage with mock-up wing and tail
test driving at highway speed
Prototype driven over 1000 miles to a dozen
Southern California events

PCDM Roadtrip

2012: Prototype fuselage test driving
2011: Prototype fuselage registered with California DMV
2010: Prototype fuselage fabrication
2009: Single-seat prototype (SSP) fuselage design
2008: Full-scale mock-up and transformation demonstration

2007: Design concept
FF151209

